Mini Pepper Boats

Ingredients

Mini peppers
Cream cheese
One large carrot

Instructions

1. Start by slicing a pepper in half lengthways. Cut out and discard the inner parts and seeds, leaving the rest of the pepper halves intact.
2. Using a knife or spoon, scoop some cream cheese into the pepper and spread around inside it, then smooth over the top with the back of the utensil.
3. Wash the carrot, then cut into thick slices and slice them into triangles.
4. Press the triangle of carrot into the cream cheese spread in each pepper half to form the sails.
5. Arrange on a platter and serve immediately.

For a video tutorial click on [https://youtu.be/bTl6tbYCR5s](https://youtu.be/bTl6tbYCR5s) and enjoy!

Source:
[https://www.eatsamazing.co.uk/fun-food-for-kids/creative-food-tutorials/fun-snack-idea-mini-pepper-boats](https://www.eatsamazing.co.uk/fun-food-for-kids/creative-food-tutorials/fun-snack-idea-mini-pepper-boats)